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Abstract— Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have
recently exhibited an excellent performance in hyperspectral
image classification tasks. However, the straightforward CNNbased network architecture still finds obstacles when effectively
exploiting the relationships between hyperspectral imaging (HSI)
features in the spectral–spatial domain, which is a key factor
to deal with the high level of complexity present in remotely
sensed HSI data. Despite the fact that deeper architectures
try to mitigate these limitations, they also find challenges with
the convergence of the network parameters, which eventually
limit the classification performance under highly demanding
scenarios. In this paper, we propose a new CNN architecture
based on spectral–spatial capsule networks in order to achieve a
highly accurate classification of HSIs while significantly reducing
the network design complexity. Specifically, based on Hinton’s
capsule networks, we develop a CNN model extension that
redefines the concept of capsule units to become spectral–
spatial units specialized in classifying remotely sensed HSI data.
The proposed model is composed by several building blocks,
called spectral–spatial capsules, which are able to learn HSI
spectral–spatial features considering their corresponding spatial
positions in the scene, their associated spectral signatures, and
also their possible transformations. Our experiments, conducted
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using five well-known HSI data sets and several state-of-theart classification methods, reveal that our HSI classification
approach based on spectral–spatial capsules is able to provide
competitive advantages in terms of both classification accuracy
and computational time.
Index Terms— Capsule networks (CapsNets), convolutional
neural networks (CNNs), hyperspectral imaging (HSI).

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE constant development of spectral imaging acquisition
technologies, together with the increasing availability of
remote sensing platforms, provides plenty of opportunities to
manage the detailed spectral–spatial information of the earth’s
surface [1]–[3]. As a result, the classification of remotely
sensed hyperspectral images has become one of the most
active research fields within the remote sensing community,
because it is able to provide highly relevant information for a
wide range of earth monitoring applications, such as ecological
science [4], [5], precision agriculture [6], [7], and surveillance
services [8], among others.
Many different classification paradigms have been successfully adopted by the remote sensing community in order to
build effective hyperspectral imaging (HSI) classifiers [9],
[10]. In particular, some of the most noteworthy approaches
rely on support vector machines (SVMs) [11], k-means clustering [12], Gaussian process [13], random forest (RF) [14],
extreme learning machines [15], and deep neural network
classifiers [16]. Despite all the extensive research work conducted in the aforementioned areas, the complex nature of HSI
data still makes the classification problem a very challenging
one and also motivates the development of more powerful
and accurate classification schemes [17]. Basically, there are
two main aspects that HSI classification models need to deal
with: 1) high data complexity and 2) limited amount of
labeled data for training purposes. On the one hand, the high
spectral resolution of HSI imaging sensors (typically with
hundreds of spectral bands) generates unavoidable signal perturbations as well as spectral redundancies that eventually limit
the resulting classification performance. On the other hand,
the availability of labeled HSI data for training is usually rather
limited, because obtaining accurate ground-truth information
is expensive as well as time-consuming. This contrasts with
the requirement of large amounts of training sets in order to
mitigate the so-called Hughes effect [1].
Among all the different HSI classification methodologies
presented in the literature, deep learning-based strategies
deserve special attention, because they have exhibited particu-
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larly relevant performance over HSI data due to their potential
to effectively characterize spectral–spatial features [18], [19].
From regular stacked autoencoders (SAEs) [16], through
sparse autoencoders [20], to deep belief networks [21], several kinds of deep learning models have been proposed
and successfully adopted to classify HSI data. However, the
2-D nature of all these early models typically generates an
important spatial information loss, which eventually leads
to a limited classification performance (especially under the
most challenging scenarios) [22]. Precisely, the most recent
approaches try to relieve this constraint by managing the HSI
data as a whole 3-D volume in order to capture features representing the spectral–spatial domain. For instance, this is the
case of the spatial-updated deep autoencoder presented in [23],
which improves the regular SAE approach by integrating
contextual information. Nonetheless, one of the most relevant
improvements was achieved when convolutional neural networks (CNNs) were successfully adapted by Chen et al. [24]
to classify remotely sensed HSI data, achieving the current
state-of-the-art performance.
Since Chen et al. [24] adopted the CNN approach for HSI
classification purposes, different CNN-based extensions have
also been proposed in the literature to learn enhanced spectral–
spatial features. For instance, Li et al. [25] propose the use of
pixel-pair features under a CNN-based classification scheme
in order to increase the number of training samples and, hence,
the resulting classification performance. Zhao and Du [26]
also propose a classification approach that merges CNN-based
spatial features and the spectral information uncovered by
the balanced local discriminant embedding algorithm. Other
important works make use of several independent CNN-based
architectures to combine spectral and spatial features, such as
[28] and [29]. Despite the fact that all these methods have
shown to obtain certain performance benefits, they still struggle at facing the two aforementioned issues when dealing with
remotely sensed HSI data, that is, the high data complexity and
the limited availability of training samples, mainly because
they fuse different data components using independent CNNbased procedures. In this sense, the work presented in [29]
defines a novel CNN architecture, which is able to jointly
uncover improved spectral–spatial features that are useful to
classify HSI data.
In general, CNNs have exhibited a good performance in
HSI classification due to the fact that convolutional filters
provide an excellent tool to detect relevant spectral–spatial
features present in the data. That is, initial convolutional
layers are able to learn simple HSI features, while deeper
layers combine these low-level characteristics to obtain higher
level data representations. However, under this straightforward
CNN-based scheme, the capability of exploiting the relationships between features detected at different positions within
the image is rather limited. Although the insertion of pooling
layers and the gradual reduction of the filters’ spatial size allow
detecting higher order features in a larger region of the HSI
input image (by achieving translation invariance), the internal
data representation of a regular CNN does not take into
account the existing hierarchies between simple and complex
features. Note that the pooling operation is based on down-

sampling the feature space size to a manageable level and,
logically, this introduces an unavoidable loss of information;
specifically, pooling methods are unable to capture information
about the positional data, which may be a key factor when
classifying HSI data. As a result, CNNs may exhibit poor
performance if the input data present rotations, tilts, or any
other orientation changes, being incapable of identifying the
position of one object relative to another in the scene because
they cannot model properly and accurately such spatial relationships. Several methods have been implemented in order
to encode the invariances and symmetries that exist in the
data, including the transformation of the original input samples
during the training phase via data augmenting [24], [30].
However, this method fails to capture local equivariances in
the data and does not ensure equivariance at every layer within
the CNN [31].
Another way to address this problem is to conduct architecture improvements, e.g., by developing deeper networks with a
large number of filters. Even though this practice can improve
the resulting performance, it requires a significant amount
of data to obtain good generalization coupling, which may
become an important limitation in some specific scenarios. The
rationale behind this effect is based on the vanishing gradient
problem [32], which can result in poor propagation of activations and gradients in deep CNNs that ultimately degrades
the classification performance. In this sense, the improvements
brought to CNN filters (kernels) via the development of residual connections [33]–[35] (ResNet) and dense skip connections [36], [37] (DenseNet) open new and interesting paths to
uncover highly discriminative spectral–spatial features present
in HSI data. On the one hand, the ResNet defines a CNN
extension based on processing blocks (residual units [38]),
used as fundamental structural entities to allow learning relevant spectral–spatial HSI features from substantially deeper
layers. On the other hand, the DenseNet defines an architecture
in which each layer concatenates all feature maps coming
from the preceding layers as input. Another potential way of
encoding complex properties present in the HSI data is defined
by Sabour et al. [39], where they introduced the concept of
capsule networks (CapsNets) to encode the data relationships
into an activity vector (rather than a scalar) whose length and
orientation represent the estimated probability that the object
is present and the object’s pose parameters, respectively.
With the aforementioned ideas in mind, in this paper,
we develop a new CNN architecture based on Hinton’s
CapsNets [39] that achieves highly accurate HSI classification results while significantly reducing the complexity of
the network. Specifically, the HSI classification model proposed in this paper is composed by several building blocks,
called spectral–spatial capsules, which are able to learn HSI
spectral–spatial features considering their corresponding physical positions, their associated spectral signatures, and also
their possible transformations. That is, each capsule estimates
the probability that a specific spectral–spatial feature is present
within the input HSI data and, besides, it provides a set of
instantiation parameters that model the transformations suffered by the observed spectral–spatial feature with respect to
its corresponding canonical spectral and spatial counterparts.
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As a result, the proposed network is able to characterize the
HSI input data at a higher abstraction level, which eventually
allows us to substantially reduce the number of convolutional
layers and the inherent model complexity. The proposed
network architecture has been accelerated with graphics
processing units (GPUs) to further optimize performance. Our
experimental results, obtained over five well-known HSI data
sets, reveal that the proposed approach exhibits potential to
extract highly discriminative spectral–spatial features with a
limited amount of training data, providing competitive performance advantages over the spectral–spatial CNN classifier and
other relevant state-of-the-art classification methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses some advantages and limitations of
CNNs for HSI classification which motivate the development
of our new approach. Section III describes the proposed
method. Section IV validates the proposed model by performing comparisons with other state-of-the-art HSI classification approaches over five well-known HSI data sets. Finally,
Section V concludes this paper with some remarks and hints
at plausible future research lines.
II. A DVANTAGES AND L IMITATIONS OF
CNN S FOR HSI C LASSIFICATION
Let us denote by X ∈ R H ×W ×C an HSI data cube, where H
is the height, W is the width, and C is the number of spectral
bands. Each hyperspectral pixel in X is a vector of C spectral
measures, forming a unique spectral signature for each landcover material. In deep learning methods, X can be represented
as a vector of H · W elements, where each pixel is denoted
as xt ∈ RC or as a matrix of H × W dimensions, where each
pixel is described as xi, j ∈ RC , being i = 1, 2, . . . , H , j =
1, 2, . . . , W and k = 1, 2, . . . , H ·W . The relationship between
both representations can be expressed as t = (i − 1) · W + j .
This is an interesting point, because traditional standard neural
networks are pixelwise methods that understand the HSI data
cube as a list of spectral vectors, for which they define
complex, nonlinear hypotheses of parameters W (weights)
and B (biases) by applying one or more layers of feature
detectors in order to produce the corresponding scalar outputs
that summarize the activities of these layers [40].
In this sense, these models assume that each xt contains
the pure spectral signature of the captured surface material,
disregarding the information from surrounding pixels and computing the pixels in isolated fashion [29], [41], [42]. This fact
may limit the performance of the classifiers, which becomes
strongly dependent on the number (Nlabeled ) and quality of
the available labeled samples that compose the training data
labeled
set Dtrain = {xt , yt }tN=1
, where yt is the corresponding
category of sample xt . However, hyperspectral pixels are
often highly mixed, introducing high intraclass variability and
interclass similarity into X that is very difficult to avoid, which
often results in characteristic interferences in the obtained
classification results (see Fig. 1). Specifically, the CNN model
can work as a traditional pixelwise method, taking each
pixel xt as an input feature and applying spectral processing
(i.e., the so-called 1-D CNN model [24], [29], [42]). However,
the 1-D CNN cannot always manage the complexity of spectral
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Fig. 1. Characteristic introduced in the classification results obtained by
CNN models. Here, we show the examples of (Left) “salt and pepper”
noise (1-D CNN), (Center) misclassified patches (2-D-CNN), and (Right)
mixed regions (3-D CNN). The examples correspond to an area of an HSI
scene collected over the SV in California, which will be described in detail
in Section IV.

features, introducing “salt and pepper” noise in the obtained
classification [see Fig. 1 (left)]. In this sense, it is desirable
to incorporate spatial information, i.e., by processing the 2-D
regions of X, usually centered on pixel xi, j , as input features
(i.e., the 2-D CNN model, which exploits the idea that adjacent
pixels are intimately related and often belonging to the same
class). Combining the information contained in such spatial
patches with the spectral signatures (i.e., the 3-D CNN model)
can reduce the intraclass variability and improve the final
performance. In fact, the potential of CNNs lies in the model
architecture, composed by several layers that can be grouped
in two well-separated categories: 1) the feature extractor net,
composed by a stack of layers of artificial neurons (i.e., a convolutional layer followed by a nonlinear function and, often,
by a subsampling or pooling layer) and 2) the classifier, which
can be implemented as a stack of fully connected layers,
forming a multilayer perceptron (MLP) or alternatively given
by some known technique, such as an SVM or LR classifier.
The first one obtains high-level representations (feature maps),
and the second one actually labels the data.
Focusing on the feature extractor net, the convolutional layer
is the key block of the CNN. Instead of feedforward neural
networks such as the MLP, where the group of neurons that
compose the lth layer is fully connected with the neurons of
the l − 1th and l + 1th layers, the lth convolutional layer is
composed by a filter or kernel. The idea behind kernels is
related with the statistical properties of images, considered as
a stationary source of pixels, where data features are equally
distributed into X in relation to positions [43], suggesting
that learned features at one position of X can be applied to
others into X too, allowing to use the same features at all
locations of X. This fact is translated in a convolutional layer
by applying its kernel (also called learned feature detector)
anywhere in X in order to obtain a different feature-activation
scalar value at each position in the data. In this sense, the lth
layer’s kernel is connected and applied over small regions
(whose size is defined by the local receptive field) of the
input data, called input volume X(l) (which can be the output
volume of the previous layer, i.e., X(l) = O(l−1) , or the
original input image, i.e., X(l) = X), via local connections and
tied weights. This allows reducing the number of connections
between layers and, hence, the number of parameters that need
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to be learned and fine-tuned in the entire CNN. In addition,
this architecture assumes that elements (such as pixels in an
HSI data cube) that are spatially close often belong to the same
class, and they collaborate in the task of forming a specific feature of interest, providing additional and valuable information
to the classification task and reducing the label uncertainty
and intraclass variability due to a better characterization of
contextual features. In essence, each kernel of the lth layer
computes the dot product (·) between its own weights W(l)
and a predefined region of the provided input volume to which
it is connected as follows:
(l)

oi, j,tz = (X(l) ∗ W(l) )i, j,t
=

q−1
k−1 
k−1 

î=0 ĵ =0 tˆ=0

x (l)

(i·s+î),( j ·s+ ĵ),(t ·s+tˆ)

· w(l) ˆ + b(l)
î, ĵ ,t

(1)

(l)

where oi, j,tz corresponds to the (i, j, t) element of the zth
feature map that composes the output volume O(l) of the lth
convolutional layer, x i,(l)j,t is the (i, j, t) element of the input
(l)
volume X(l) , w ˆ is the (î , ĵ, tˆ) weight of W(l) , b (l) is the
î, ĵ ,t
bias, and finally, s and k × k × q are the stride and the kernel
size of layer l, respectively. As a result, the obtained O(l) will
be an array of scalar values composed by K 1-, 2- or 3-D
feature maps depending on the kernel’s dimension.
One mechanism to avoid the degradation that the model
can suffer because of the vanishing gradient problem is based
on adding a batch normalization layer after the convolutional
layer. This kind of layer reduces the covariance shift by means
of which the hidden unit values shift around, allowing a more
independent learning process. It regularizes and speeds up the
training process, imposing a Gaussian distribution on each
batch of feature maps as follows:
O(l) − mean[O(l) ]
BN(O(l) ) = 
·γ +β
(2)
Var [O(l) ] + 
where γ and β are learnable parameter vectors and  is a
parameter for numerical stability.
As convolution layers define a linear operation of elementwise matrix multiplication and addition, a detector stage [19]
needs to be added after the convolutional and batch normalization layers in order to learn nonlinear representations,


composed by a nonlinear activation function O(l) = f O(l) ,
where f(·) defines an elementwise function such as the sigmoid, the tanh, or the widely used rectified linear unit (ReLU)
[44]–[46], which computes f(O(l) ) = max(0, O(l) ), allowing
the network to train faster due to its computational efficiency,
which also helps to alleviate the vanishing gradient problem
without introducing significant differences in the accuracy
compared with other activation functions such as the sigmoid.
In this sense, the volume O(l) will host the neural activations,
which is usually interpreted as the likelihood of detecting a
certain feature. Those layers closer to the input of the network
commonly learn and detect simple features, whereas those
layers closer to the output of the CNN combine the previous
simple features to learn and detect more complex ones, until
combining and learning highly abstract features to produce the
final classification.

Finally, following the nonlinear activation layers, a downsampling strategy is normally implemented in order to reduce
and summarize the dimensionality of each feature map contained in the output volume O(l) applying a max, average, or sum operation (among other recent methods, such
as mixed pooling [47], stochastic pooling [48], or wavelet
pooling [49]) over a neighborhood window [50]. Nonlinear
downsampling works independently of the volume’s depth,
resizing it spatially. For instance, the well-known max pooling
examines a window of the output volume O(l) , taking the maximum activation into the region. This working mode reduces
the number of parameters, which helps to control overfitting,
and provides the network with some kind of invariance to
small distortions and transformations that are present in the
training data (particularly translation invariance).
Although pooling provides an efficient and simple tool for
detecting whether a certain feature is present in any region
of the volume O(l) (looking at the neural activations values),
it also implies a certain loss of spatial information concerning
the features, which can hamper the classification performance.
This effect may lead the CNN model to disregard how different
features in the volume O(l) are related to each other, a piece of
information that can be very useful for the final classification
results. In such cases, it is common to observe in HSI
images that several wrongly classified patches appear near
to or even inside well-defined classes, as we can observe in
the center and right of Fig. 1, where patches belonging to an
agricultural field (e.g., the grapes-untrained class in yellow) are
misclassified into another class (e.g., the vineyard-untrained
class in blue) and vice versa. These misclassifications are
observed in both kinds of models, 2-D CNNs and 3-D CNNs,
which indicate that the incorporation of spatial information
cannot fully address these problems. This situation could be
solved by looking at the logical spatial relationship between
both land-cover materials: it seems obvious that in the case
of crop fields, these are arranged in geometric forms, defining
clear frontiers between one crop and another. In the case of
urban environments, we can also consider how the elements
are spatially organized, for example, roads could be better
defined by assuming that parked cars, sidewalks, ornamental
vegetation, and buildings will be normally be placed on both
sides of the road and not inside. Precisely, the exploitation of
this kind of high-level spatial information is one of our main
motivations to introduce a new CNN model for HSI remote
sensing data classification based on capsules [39], which
presents the potential to intelligently exploit both spectral and
spatial features from HSI data.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
The neural network architecture that we introduce in this
paper is based on a new convolutional model inspired by the
working mode of capsules, with the objective of efficiently
preserving the spatial–spectral details of the features present
in HSI data cubes and taking advantage from the information
obtained at the neuron outputs, which contain vectors of
instantiation parameters instead of the classical scalar outputs. In addition, in order to provide accurate classification
results, our proposal exploits both the spectral and the spatial
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Fig. 2.
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Proposed neural network architecture. The neural model is composed by an encoder network (in blue) and a decoder network (in green).

information contained into the data cube X, implementing a
3-D model.
At this point, we emphasize that CNN models have been
traditionally employed for remote sensing scene classification
in which the full image X represents a target. This assumes
that the CNN model is fed with a full normalized image
prior in order to perform data classification. In our context,
we focus on an HSI data cube X ∈ R H ×W ×C , which can be
understood as a collection of H × W pixel vectors, where each
pixel xi, j ∈ RC contains the spectral signature of a specific
land-cover class (usually highly mixed within the image).
That is, each xi, j represents a target. Our newly proposed
neural network model exploits spectral–spatial information,
extracting 3-D neighboring blocks around each xi, j (called
patches and denoted by pi, j ∈ Rd×d×C ), where d×d is the size
of the spatial patch and C is the number of spectral channels.
These patches are labeled with the same category as the central
pixel xi, j and sent to the model as the input data, following a
border mirroring strategy described in detail in [29].
The proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 2, where two
main parts are clearly differentiated. The HSI data introduced
into the model are first processed by an encoder network
composed by three layers, which works as a feature extractor
and classifier. Then, the resulting processed data is introduced
into a decoder network, which improves the classification by
performing data reconstruction. In the following, we provide
the specific details of both parts.
A. Encoder Network
Let us first focus on the encoder network, which is located
at the beginning of the neural model. This network aims at
extracting those relevant features from the HSI data that will
help in the classification tasks, providing the most accurate and
useful information that increases the reliability of the network.
It is composed by three kinds of layers.

1) First Layer: The first layer, denoted as L (1) , is composed
by a classical convolutional layer, which receives the patches
pi, j ∈ Rd×d×C extracted from the original HSI data cube
as input features. Its goal is to arrange the HSI data into
features that are fed to the subsequent capsule layers, applying
a convolution filter of size k (1) × k (1) × q (1) (being q (1) = C,
i.e., it takes into account all the pixel spectrum), followed
by a batch normalization step and using the ReLU activation
(1)
(1)
(1)
function to obtain an output volume O(1) ∈ R H ×W ×K ,
composed by K (1) feature maps (or channels) of size H (1) ×
W (1) . This first layer of the encoder prepares the data to obtain
the activity vectors of highest capsule-based layers.
2) Second Layer: The second layer L (2) (called primary
capsule layer) can be understood as a matryoshka doll, where
L (2) is composed by K (2) convolutional capsules, which in
turn are composed by Z (2) convolutional neurons or units
with kernel size k (2) × k (2) × q (2) [being q (2) = K (1) ]. The
working mode is similar to CNN kernels; in fact, the mth
capsule will apply its Z (2) units over a region of the volume
(2)
(2)
O(1) , obtaining as a result the output vector um ∈ R Z =
(2)
(2)
(2)
[u m,1 , u m,2 , . . . , u m,Z (2) ]. These output vectors provide a data
structure that is more versatile when storing additional details
about the features, such as their orientation, pose, or size
(in addition to their likelihood), allowing to preserve more
detailed information about the spatial relationships observed in
the HSI data than standard CNN models. In fact, each element
(2)
of um
represents different properties of the same entity [51].
Here, the concept of entity can be understood as the target
object or the object’s part of interest (in the HSI domain,
the land-cover type) and its associated properties, expressed
as the instantiation parameters. In this sense, capsules can
be interpreted in the opposite way as rendering in computer
graphics, where given an object and its instantiation parameters (such as the pose and the orientation), an image X is
obtained by applying rendering. In our context, the scenario
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Fig. 3. Given an input image X with several objects, such as buildings with
different shapes, the output of each capsule will be an activity vector whose
length and orientation give the likelihood of the object and its instantiation
parameters. In this sense, each capsule is in charge of finding some specific
object in X, instead of calculating a feature map (as in the traditional CNN).
In this example, focused on an urban area in the UP scene that will be
described later in experiments, the network has 48 capsules, where the black
ones try to find buildings with circular shape and the red ones try to find
buildings with rectangular shapes.

is opposite since, given the image X, the capsule works as an
“inverse rendering” unit whose aim is to detect the object and
extract the vector of instantiation parameters, called activity
vector (see Fig. 3).
In the end, the second layer is performing an inverse
rendering process, extracting the lowest level of multidimensional entities present in the HSI data and grouping them
into a 4-D output composed by K (2) feature maps of size
W (2) × H (2), where each element is the activity vector obtained
by each capsule of dimension Z (2) . An important aspect is
that these groups of neurons allow the mth capsule not only
to detect a feature but also to learn and detect its variants,
providing the network with equivariance properties. In that
(l)
way, the orientation of the mth capsule’s activity vector um
(l)
in any layer L represents the instantiation parameters, while
its length represents the probability that the feature that the
capsule is looking for is indeed contained and exists in the
input data. In order to properly represent such properties,
the length of activity vectors is often scaled down via a
nonlinear squashing function expressed by (3), which can be
understood as the nonlinear activation function of the network
model instead of the classical ReLU or sigmoid, for instance,
until reaching a magnitude between 0 and 1, leaving their
orientation unchanged
 (l) 2
(l)
um 
um
(l)
ũm =
(3)
 (l) 2 ·  (l)  .
1 + um  um 
3) Third Layer: After computing the outputs of the primary
capsule layer and applying the nonlinear squashing function
(l)
of (3) over each um , the model connects the K (2) capsules in
layer L (2) to every capsule in the third layer of the encoder,
L (3) , denoted as dense capsule layer. In this case, L (3) is
composed by n classes capsules, which groups Z (3) dense units
each one, being n classes the number of different land-cover
categories present in the original HSI data cube. For each class,
we thus obtain its corresponding activity vector, whose module
will encode the probability of each input patch of belonging
to that class. In this sense, a special mechanism has been
implemented between layers L (2) and L (3) , known as routing
by agreement [39], which connects the current dense capsule
layer with the previous primary capsule layer. Its goal is to

design a better learning process in comparison with traditional
pooling methods, not only routing the information between
capsules but also capturing part–whole data relationships by
reinforcing connections (also understood as contributions) of
those capsules allocated at different layers that obtain a high
grade of agreement or similarity, while avoiding or deleting the
weakest connections. In the following, we provide the details
of this mechanism.
The nth capsule in the current layer L (l) takes as the input
data all the output vectors of the K (l−1) capsules located at
the previous layer L (l−1) , obtaining for each one a prediction
(l)
, with m = 1, 2, . . . , K (l−1) , calculated as the
vector ûm
weighted multiplication between the mth capsule’s output
(l−1)
(l)
ũm
and the corresponding weights Wm,n
(understood as
a transformation matrix) that connect the mth capsule in layer
L (l−1) with the nth capsule in layer L (l) , as shown in the
following equations:
(l)

(l) (l−1)
ûn|m = Wm,n
ũm
+ Bn(l)

(4)

(l)

where Bn are the biases of capsule n. This equation can be
interpreted as a transformation where the output volume from
the previous primary capsule layer is transformed into K (l)
vectors of Z (l) items by applying the transformation matrix
(l)
Wm,n between the mth capsule in layer L (l−1) and the nth
capsule in layer L (l) .
Moreover, the obtained prediction vectors can be interpreted
as the vote of each capsule of L (l−1) in the output of the
(l)
as a prior
nth capsule of L (l) , i.e., we can observe each ûn|m
prediction of capsule m about the output activity vector of
capsule n. This processing allows that capsules at inferior
levels can make predictions for capsules at superior levels,
increasing the abstraction of the features at each layer. At the
end, when multiple predictions agree at different levels, connections between them are strengthened, producing that one
higher level capsule will become active for a more complex
and abstract feature. This idea of “agreement” is reinforced
(l)
by introducing, for each prediction vector ûn|m
, a dynamic
(l)
routing element known as coupling coefficient cm,n , which
relates capsules m and n by calculating the final input s(l)
n
of capsule n as the weighted sum of the previous outputs of
the K (l−1) convolutional capsules in the L (l−1) th layer
s(l)
n

=

(l−1)
K

(l) (l)
cm,n
ûn|m

(5)

m

which must be squashed by (3) in order to obtain the final
(l)
activity vector vn , whose length represents the probability
that the feature target is contained into the data and must be
between 0 and 1
 (l) 2
(l)
sn 
sn
(l)
vn =
(6)
 (l) 2 ·  (l)  .
1 + sn  sn 
(l)
measures the
Focusing again on coupling coefficients, cm,n
probability that capsule m activates capsule n, and thus, all the
coupling coefficients of capsule m must sum 1. This parameter
is initialized with equal probability for all connections between
capsule m in L (l−1) and the K (l) capsules in L (l) , and it is
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We highlight at this point that the main goal of layer L (3)
is to obtain as many activity vectors vi(l) as the number of
objects or land-cover classes present in the image, in such a
way that l = 3 and i = 1, 2, . . . , n classes ). In this sense, for
each input data set, the proposed neural network obtains a
(l)
collection of n classes activity vectors, where each vi is the
(l)
capsule for class i , being vi  the probability of belonging
to class i . The goodness of the network’s output with regard
to the desired output can be calculated by the loss function
L margin =

n
classes
i

Fig. 4. Dynamic routing between capsules: the inferior-layer capsule activity
(l−1)
of the higher layer capsule n. After a
vector is the current input vector ũm
(l−1)
is transformed into the prediction
matrix transformation given by (4), ũm
(l)
vector ûn|m . The weighted sum [see (5)] of all the prediction vectors gives as
(l)

a result the input capsule data sn which, after passing through the activation
(l)
function given by (6), gives the nth capsule activity vector vn .

obtained by the routing softmax expressed by the following
equation:
(l)
cm,n

exp (bm,n )

=  (l)
K
i

exp (bm,i )

(l)

with

K


(l)

cm,i = 1

(7)

i

where bm,n denotes the log prior probability that capsule m
will activate capsule n, that is, the degree of relationship
between both capsules, a measure that is initialized to zero
and then refined in each iteration of the network model as
follows:
(i)

bm,n ←(i−1) bm,n +(i−1) am,n

(l) 
= (i−1) bm,n +(i−1) vn(l) · ûn|m

  (l) 
= (i−1) bm,n +(i−1) v(l) û  cos(θ )
n

n|m

(8)

where (i ) and (i − 1) are the current and previous iterations
and (i−1) am,n is the degree of agreement between the prior
(l)
(l)
prediction or vote ûn|m and the final output vn , obtained
(l)
(l)
at iteration (i − 1). When ûn|m and vn are in agreement,
we can observe that cos(θ ) = cos(0) = 1, and thus, am,n =
(l)
| from a geometrical viewpoint. During the training
|vn(l) ||ûn|m
phase, the network model learns not only the transformation
(l)
matrices Wm,n , encoding the part–whole relationships of the
(l)
for each pair
data, but also the coupling coefficients cm,n
(l−1)
of capsules m and n in layers L
and L (l) , respectively.
Conceptually, this means that capsules of one layer can make
predictions over capsules of the superior layer, grouping those
capsules with similar results via dynamic routing in order
to obtain clearer outputs, i.e., reinforcing their connections,
whereas connections between capsules whose predictions are
not related are reduced. Fig. 4 shows a graphical illustration
of the dynamic routing process.



 2

Ti max 0, α + − vi(l) 
2 
  
+ λ(1 − Ti ) max 0, vi(l)  − α −

(9)

where Ti is set to 1 if class i is present in the data and
0 otherwise. We can observe two well-differentiated parts
(addends) in (9). The first one is “activated” when the associated class i is present in the scene (setting Ti = 1), while
the second one is “activated” in the opposite case, that is,
when the associated class i is not present (setting Ti = 0).
In addition, parameters α + and α − work as boundaries, forcing
the length of the activity vector vi(l)  (i.e., the probability)
in (9) to lie into a small interval of values in order to
avoid maximizing or collapsing the loss. In particular, these
boundaries force vi(l) to have a length in the range [0.9, 1] if
the associated class is present (α + = 0.9) and in the range
[0, 0.1] in the opposite case. Moreover, λ = 0.5 works as
a regularization parameter to stop the learning, shrinking the
impact of those activity vectors whose corresponding classes
are not present. This expression can be extended in order to
improve the final classification accuracy by adding a typical
reconstruction loss L recon = X−X , where X is the originaldesired output data and X is the network’s reconstructedobtained output data. This reconstruction is performed by
the second part of the proposed network, the decoder net, with
the aim of improving the fine-tuning process of the parameters
employed in the proposed network.
B. Decoder Network
The decoder network is composed by several fully connected layers that use the output activity vectors of the dense
capsule layer to reconstruct the input image, encouraging the
capsules to encode the most relevant instantiation parameters
of the input data. At the end, the proposed model optimizes
the loss function given by (10) employing the Adam optimizer [52] with a learning rate equal to 0.001 and 100 training
epochs
L final = L margin + θ L recon

(10)

where θ is a regularization factor to balance the weight
between both loss measures that has been fixed to θ =
0.0005 · C after a grid search in order to assign an appropriate
weight to the reconstruction loss. Finally, Table I summarizes
the layers that compose the proposed model, indicating their
configuration parameters, which have been demonstrated a
good performance with tested HSI data sets.
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Number of available samples in the IP, UP, and SV HSI data sets.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Hyperspectral Data Sets
Five real hyperspectral data sets have been considered in
our experiments (see Fig. 5). These are the Indian Pines (IP),
Salinas Valley (SV), Kennedy Space Center (KSC), and the
full version of the IP scene, referred hereinafter as the big
IP scene (BIP), all captured by the Airborne Visible/Infrared
Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) sensor [53], and the University of Pavia (UP) image, acquired by the Reflective Optics
System Imaging Spectrometer (ROSIS) sensor [54]. In the

following, we provide a description of the aforementioned
data sets.
1) IP: The IP data set covers an area comprising different
agricultural fields in Northwestern Indiana, USA, and
it was gathered by the AVIRIS sensor in 1992. This
image contains 145×145 pixels with a spatial resolution
of 20 m/pixel (mpp) and 224 spectral bands in the
wavelength range from 400 to 2500 nm. In our experiments, 4 null bands and other 20 bands corrupted by the
atmospheric water absorption effect have been removed.
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of spectral bands after applying principal component
analysis (PCA)—we retain the first 120 components
after PCA. Although fewer PCA components can explain
the variance in the original scene, we have decided to
retain a large number of components to illustrate the
performance of methods in a challenging scenario from
a computational viewpoint.
B. Experimental Settings

2)

3)

4)

5)

The IP data set contains a total of 16 mutually exclusive
ground-truth classes.
SV: The SV image was captured in 1998 by the AVIRIS
sensor over the SV, CA, USA. The data comprise
512 × 217 pixels with a spatial resolution of 3.7 mpp.
As for the IP data set, the water absorption
bands, i.e., channels from 108th to 112th and from
154th to 167th, together with the 224th band, have been
discarded. A total of 16 classes are included in the SV
ground-truth data.
KSC: The KSC image was also collected by the AVIRIS
instrument (1996) over the KSC in Florida, USA. After
removing the noisy bands, the KSC scene contains
176 bands (ranging from 400 to 2500 nm) with 512×614
pixels (20-mpp spatial resolution) and 13 ground-truth
classes.
UP: The UP data set was gathered by the ROSIS
sensor (in 2001) over the UP, Northern Italy. This image
contains 103 spectral bands (from 0.43 to 0.86 μm) after
several noise-corrupted bands have been discarded, and
it comprises 610 × 340 pixels with 1.3-mpp spatial resolution. The available ground-truth contains nine different
class labels.
BIP: The BIP image comprises the full flight line of
the IP data set captured by the AVIRIS sensor in 1992.
This image contains 2678 × 614 pixels (20 mpp) and
220 spectral bands ranging from 400 to 2500 nm. The
available ground-truth information consists of 58 landcover categories (some of them spectrally very similar)
according to the information provided in Table V. This
data set is one of the most challenging scenes publicly available to conduct HSI classification due to its
considerable size, the very high number of classes,
and the imbalanced nature of such classes with very
different numbers of available samples. We emphasize
that some classes in the BIP scene have more than 104
pixels, but others only contain several tens of samples,
which poses important challenges for HSI classifiers.
As a consequence of the memory restrictions and the
large size of this scene, we have reduced the number

A total of eight different classification methods have been
selected to conduct the experimental validation in this paper.
Specifically, the SVM with radial basis function kernel [55],
the RF classifier, the MLP as well as a deep MLP version with
four layers, the 2-D CNN, the 3-D CNN [24], the spectral–
spatial residual network (SSRN) [34], and the deep fast
CNN (DFCNN) [29] have been compared with the proposed
approach. Note that the SVM, RF, and MLP are spectral
classifiers, while the 2-D CNN is a spatial-based technique
and the SSRN and DFCNN (together with the proposed
approach) are all spectral–spatial methods. In the case of the
2-D CNN, the PCA has been used to reduce the number
of HSI bands to a single principal component. In addition,
all the hyperparameters of the considered methods have been
optimally fixed for the experiments.
Regarding the considered classification assessment protocol,
three widely used quantitative metrics have been considered
to evaluate the classification accuracy: overall accuracy (OA),
average accuracy (AA), and kappa coefficient. All the experiments have been conducted in a hardware environment consisting of a 6th Generation Intel Core i7-6700K processor with 8M
of Cache and up to 4.20 GHz (four cores/eight way multitask
processing), 40 GB of DDR4 RAM with a serial speed
of 2400 MHz, an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 GPU with
8-GB GDDR5X of video memory and 10 Gb/s of memory
frequency, a Toshiba DT01ACA HDD with 7200 RPM and
2 TB of capacity, and an ASUS Z170 pro-gaming motherboard. Regarding our software environment, it is composed
by Ubuntu 16.04.4 x64 as an operating system, CUDA 9 and
cuDNN 7.0.5, PyTorch framework [56], and Python 3.5.2 as
the programing language.
C. Experiments and Discussion
1) Experiment 1: Our first experiment pursues to validate
the performance of the proposed approach with respect to
some of the most well-known HSI classification techniques
available in the literature. Tables II–V provide a quantitative
classification assessment using the IP, UP, SV, and BIP data
sets, considering the SVM, RF, MLP, 2-D CNN, and 3-D CNN
classifiers together with the proposed approach. In Tables II–V,
class results and global metrics are arranged in rows, whereas
the considered classifiers are presented in columns. In all these
experiments, 15% of the available labeled samples have been
used for training, and a spatial size of 11 × 11 pixels for
the input patches was considered for 2-D CNN, 3-D CNN,
and the proposed method. It should also be mentioned that
each table contains the corresponding average and standard
deviation values after five Monte Carlo runs.
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TABLE II

TABLE V

C LASSIFICATION R ESULTS FOR THE IP D ATA S ET U SING 15% OF
THE AVAILABLE L ABELED D ATA FOR T RAINING
AND 11 × 11 I NPUT PATCH S IZE

C LASSIFICATION R ESULTS FOR THE BIP D ATA S ET U SING 15% OF
THE AVAILABLE L ABELED D ATA FOR T RAINING
AND 11 × 11 I NPUT PATCH S IZE

TABLE III
C LASSIFICATION R ESULTS FOR THE UP D ATA S ET U SING 15% OF
THE AVAILABLE L ABELED D ATA FOR T RAINING
AND 11 × 11 I NPUT PATCH S IZE

TABLE IV
C LASSIFICATION R ESULTS FOR THE SV D ATA S ET U SING 15% OF
THE AVAILABLE L ABELED D ATA FOR T RAINING
AND 11 × 11 I NPUT PATCH S IZE

From the results reported in Tables II–V, it is possible
to observe that the proposed approach reaches a consistent
performance improvement with respect to SVM, RF, MLP,
2-D CNN, and 3-D CNN classification methods, in global
sense and also for the individual classes of the IP, UP, SV,
and BIP data sets. Among all the competitors considered in
this initial experiment, the spectral–spatial classifier 3-D CNN
obtains the second best result. This is expected, as this method
also involves joint spectral–spatial features, which provide
more useful information to classify HSI data than the single
spectral or spatial features considered by SVM, RF, MLP, and
2-D CNN classifiers. Nonetheless, the proposed approach is

able to consistently outperform the 3-D CNN with an average
improvement of +1.93, +3.84, and +2.46 for OA, AA,
and kappa metrics, respectively. Among all these quantitative
results, the experimental comparison conducted over the BIP
scene deserves special attention because of the complexity of
this data set. As it can be observed in Table V, the proposed
approach obtains the best classification result in all the BIP
classes except for Grass/Pasture-mowed and Orchard where
it obtains the second best result despite the reduced number
of samples of these two classes. Nonetheless, the proposed
method achieves a remarkable precision improvement for other
small classes, such as Grass-runway and BareSoil, while also
maintaining an important quantitative gain with respect to the
other HSI classifiers.
For illustrative purposes, Figs. 6–8 present some of the
classification maps corresponding to the experiments reported
in Tables II–IV. As it is possible to qualitatively observe in
these figures, the classification results obtained by the SVM,
RF, and MLP techniques tend to be rather noisy, mainly
because these methods only consider the spectral information
contained in the HSI data. In addition, the 2-D CNN tends to
introduce some artifacts in class boundaries. This is due to the
fact that it only considers the spatial information to provide a
pixel prediction, which makes the method quite sensitive to the
spatial size of the input patches. Regarding the classification
maps produced by the spectral–spatial classifiers, we can
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Fig. 6. Classification maps for the IP data set. (a) Simulated RGB composition of the scene. (b) Ground-truth classification map. (c)–(h) Classification maps
corresponding to Table II [SVM (86.24%), RF (78.55%), MLP (85.27%), 2-D CNN (83.59%), 3-D CNN (97.81%), and proposed (99.45%), respectively].
Note that the overall classification accuracies are shown in brackets and the best result is highlighted in bold font.

Fig. 7. Classification maps for the UP data set. (a) Simulated RGB composition of the scene. (b) Ground-truth classification map. (c)–(h) Classification maps
corresponding to Table III [SVM (95.20%), RF (92.03%), MLP (94.82%), 2-D CNN (94.77%), 3-D CNN (98.54%), and proposed (99.95%), respectively].
Note that the overall classification accuracies are shown in brackets and the best result is highlighted in bold font.

Fig. 8. Classification maps for the SV data set. (a) Simulated RGB composition of the scene. (b) Ground-truth classification map. (c)–(h) Classification maps
corresponding to Table IV [SVM (94.15%), RF (90.76%), MLP (93.87%), 2-D CNN (92.31%), 3-D CNN (97.44%), and proposed (99.81%), respectively].
Note that the overall classification accuracies are shown in brackets and the best result is highlighted in bold font.

observe that the 3-D CNN generates better results than the
SVM, RF, MLP, and 2-D CNN in terms of class consistency.
However, the proposed approach produces better results in
terms of border delineation and OA. For instance, we can see
that the classification map produced by the proposed approach
[see Fig. 7(h)] exhibits less misclassified pixels than the
corresponding map generated by the 3-D CNN [see Fig. 7(g)].
Another important observation is related to the generalization
capability of the proposed approach. Specifically, if we look
at the unlabeled image areas (i.e., those that are not covered
by the ground truth), the proposed method appears to provide
more consistent classification results (with less potential outliers and artifacts) in those areas than the other considered
methods.

2) Experiment 2: In a second experiment, we conduct a
specific comparison between the proposed approach and two
recent state-of-the-art spectral–spatial HSI classification networks, i.e., SSRN [34] and DFCNN [29]. Table VI compares
the proposed approach with the SSRN when considering
multiple spatial sizes for the input patches, i.e., 5 × 5, 7 × 7,
9 × 9, and 11 × 11, using the IP, KSC, and UP data sets.
Note that the tested spatial sizes are presented in rows and
the considered data sets are arranged in columns to show
the average OA result and also the corresponding standard
deviation in brackets (after five Monte Carlo runs). In this
experiment, we have selected 20% of the available labeled
data for the IP and KSC scenes and 10% of the available
labeled data for the UP scene.
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TABLE VI

TABLE VIII

OVERALL A CCURACY (%) A CHIEVED BY THE SSRN M ETHOD [34] AND
THE P ROPOSED A PPROACH W HEN C ONSIDERING D IFFERENT
S PATIAL S IZES FOR THE I NPUT PATCHES

Q UANTITATIVE C OMPARISON OF THE 3-D CNN [24], DFCNN [29], AND
THE P ROPOSED A PPROACH W ITH THE UP D ATA S ET U SING
D IFFERENT S PATIAL S IZES FOR THE I NPUT PATCHES

TABLE VII
Q UANTITATIVE C OMPARISON OF THE 3-D CNN [24], DFCNN [29], AND
THE P ROPOSED A PPROACH W ITH THE IP D ATA S ET U SING
D IFFERENT S PATIAL S IZES FOR THE I NPUT PATCHES

From the results reported in Table VI, the proposed network
architecture consistently outperforms the SSRN for most tested
configurations. More specifically, the average OA improvements achieved by the proposed approach are +2.12, +0.51,
+0.39, and +0.45 for 5 × 5, 7 × 7, 9 × 9, and 11 × 11 input
spatial sizes, and +2.12, +0.25, and +0.23 for the IP, KSC,
and UP data sets, respectively. In addition, it is also possible
to observe that the standard deviation in the experiments with
the proposed method is substantially lower than that in the
experiments with the SSRN. This fact, together with the higher
OA results, indicates that the proposed architecture is able
to effectively reduce the uncertainty when classifying HSI
data. The proposed architecture aims at learning spectral–
spatial features considering their spatial locations, their spectral signatures, and also their possible transformations in a
more efficient way in comparison with SSRN. Precisely, this
is the fact that enhances the generalization ability of the
network, because the corresponding spectral–spatial features
are complemented with important information about characteristic data transformations as a set of instantiation parameters,
which eventually allows characterizing the HSI data at a higher
abstraction level.
In addition, Tables VII and VIII give an experimental
comparison among the 3-D CNN [24], DFCNN, [29] and
the proposed approach using the IP and UP data sets and
considering multiple input spatial sizes. In particular, the first
column shows the class labels, the second row indicates the
number of training samples, and the last three rows provide the
OA results for 3-D CNN, DFCNN, and the proposed approach,
respectively, with different spatial sizes.
Some important observations can be made from
Tables VII and VIII. In general, in these tables, it is
possible to see that larger spatial sizes for the input patches

Fig. 9. Classification maps obtained by (Left) DFCNN [29] and (Right)
proposed approach for the UP data set. A visual comparison of both maps
indicates that the proposed method provides better class delineation and
definition of urban features, for instance, in classes such as self-blocking
bricks (blue) or bitumen (dark green), containing both circular and rectangular
urban features.

generally result in higher accuracy values (the larger the input
size, the more spatial information is considered to complement
the spectral data). However, it can also be observed that
the proposed approach requires substantially smaller input
patches to generate similar or even better accuracy results
than the other methods. Precisely, this point reinforces
the aforementioned observations concerning the higher
generalization capability of the proposed approach. In the
case of the IP data set, 3-D CNN and DFCNN obtain an OA
of 97.56 and 97.87 using 27 × 27 and 29 × 29 input spatial
patches, respectively. In turn, the proposed network is able to
achieve a remarkable performance improvement, reaching a
98.69 value, using only a 9 × 9 input spatial patch. A similar
trend can also be observed in the experiments with the UP
data set. This suggests that the proposed approach is able
to uncover more descriptive features than the 3-D CNN and
DFCNN techniques.
For illustrative purposes, Fig. 9 shows the classification
maps obtained by the DFCNN [29] and the proposed approach
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Fig. 10. Evolution of the test accuracy (in %) of (Left) proposed approach
(y-axis) versus epochs and (Right) computational time in seconds for the
experiments with the IP, UP, and SV data sets.

for the UP data set. A visual comparison of both maps
indicates that the proposed method provides better class delineation and definition of urban features. Specifically, class
boundaries are noticeably more precise and defined. This is
particularly the case for classes representing typically urban
features, such as self-blocking bricks (in blue), which appears
better delineated in the classification map provided by the
proposed approach. In addition, the bitumen class (in dark
green) contains circular and rectangular urban features that
appear better delineated in the map produced by the proposed
approach than in the one produced by the DFCNN. In addition,
the classification results obtained by the proposed approach
over unlabeled image areas appear more visually consistent
and with better delineated features, which also suggests the
higher generalization ability of the proposed network.
3) Experiment 3: In a final experiment, we evaluate the
convergence of the proposed network architecture. In this
context, it is important to note that the proposed network
architecture makes use of several innovative building blocks
that are able to estimate the probability that a specific spectral–
spatial feature occurs in the input HSI data and also its
corresponding instantiation parameters, that is, the potential
transformations suffered by the corresponding constituent feature on the observable input data. As a result, the HSI features
can be intrinsically managed at a higher abstraction level
throughout the network, because traditional convolutional features are decomposed into canonical spectral–spatial features
and their possible transformations, which eventually leads to
a significant reduction of the architecture complexity and,
therefore, to a good model convergence. To illustrate this point,
Fig. 10 displays the evolution of the proposed approach test
accuracy per epoch (left) and computational time in seconds
(right). As it can be seen in Fig. 10, the proposed network
only requires a reduced number of epochs and a very short
time to reach almost optimal performance, which highlights
the remarkably fast convergence of the proposed architecture.
In summary, the experiments reported in this section suggest that the proposed approach provides the quantitative
and qualitative advantages over traditional HSI classifiers
(see Tables II–IV and Figs. 6–8) and also over some of
the most relevant state-of-the-art spectral–spatial classification
techniques, i.e., 3-D CNN [24], SSRN [34], and DFCNN [29]
(see Tables VI–VIII and Figs. 9 and 10). The proposed method
is able to achieve the best global performance in all the considered experimental scenarios, exhibiting relevant performance
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improvements when considering reduced input patch spatial
sizes. The proposed approach seems to provide the most robust
behavior with different input patch spatial sizes, which suggests that it is able to generalize more discriminative features
to effectively classify HSI data. Unlike other established deep
learning models such as 3-D CNN, SSRN, and DFCNN,
the constituent units of the proposed architecture (capsules)
are designed to uncover canonical spectral–spatial features
and their corresponding instantiation parameters, which allow
characterizing the HSI data at a higher abstraction level while
reducing the overfitting phenomenon inherent to complex and
deep networks.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a new deep learning architecture based on
the concept of capsules is presented to effectively classify
remotely sensed HSI data. Specifically, the proposed network
is composed by a set of spectral–spatial capsule units that
characterize the input data at a higher abstraction level by
expressing the HSI features as a collection of canonical
spectral–spatial patterns and their corresponding instantiation
parameters. In this way, the features uncovered by the network become more informative, which eventually leads to
a reduction of the architecture complexity and, therefore,
to a more accurate model convergence. The experimental
comparisons conducted in this paper, which consider five wellknown HSI data sets and eight established methods, reveal that
the proposed approach exhibits competitive advantages with
respect to state-of-the-art classification methods.
An important characteristic of the proposed approach is its
potential to deal with the inherent complexity of HSI data
sets generated by their high spectral resolution. In general,
experimental results have shown that the proposed model is
able to extract a more relevant and complete information
about HSI data cubes by managing spectral–spatial features
at a higher abstraction level. Specifically, the spectral–spatial
capsule units model the different transformations present in
the HSI domain by means of a neuron hierarchy which
disentangle the spectral–spatial canonical features from the
data transformation parameters. Therefore, the activation of
higher level spectral–spatial features can be conducted by
agreement between lower level features in order to intrinsically
model complex connections to better characterize the HSI data,
obtaining consistently high classification performance with a
limited amount of training data.
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